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ABSTRACT
Updates alter the way software functions by fixing bugs, changing features, and modifying the user interface. Sometimes changes are welcome, even anticipated, and sometimes they are unwanted leading to users avoiding potentially unwanted updates. If users delay or do not install updates it can have serious security implications for their computer. Updates are one of the primary mechanisms for correcting discovered vulnerabilities, when a user does not update they remain vulnerable to an increasing number of attacks. In this work we detail the process users go through when updating their software, including both the positive and negative issues they experience. We asked 307 survey respondents to provide two contrasting software update stories. Using content analysis we analysed the stories and found that users go through six stages while updating: awareness, deciding to update, preparation, installation, troubleshooting, and post state. We further detail the issues respondents experienced during each stage and the impact on their willingness to update.
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INTRODUCTION
Software updates provide modifications to existing software, but some updates are more likely to be installed than others [1, 2]. Updates change software, fixing known bugs, changing features, and altering the user interface. Some changes are welcome, even anticipated, and some changes are unwanted making updates simultaneously exciting and risky for end users. In this work we survey respondents about two contrasting software update experiences in order to understand what aspects of the update process encourage or discourage updating.

Looking at publicized update failures it is easy to understand why some people might associate updates with bad effects. Recently Microsoft was accused of adding Windows 10’s “spy” telemetry features to Windows 7 and 8 through an update [1]. On personal devices updates can be seen as annoying and time consuming to install. Senator John McCain once asked Apple CEO Tim Cook “why the hell [do] I have to keep updating the apps on my iPhone all the time and why you don’t fix that?” [2]. The changes updates bring can also be unwelcome to users who liked the way their systems used to function or need to use specialized accessibility software.

Installing updates is an important part of security maintenance which is not obvious to users [2]. One of the best ways to protect a computer from malicious software is to install security related updates in a timely manner [1, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The majority of computer compromises result from vulnerabilities where an update is available that corrects the vulnerability but has not yet been installed [3, 4]. Malicious software targets machines with open vulnerabilities, using them to gain access to important parts of the operating system. Updating quickly is also important. As soon as a vulnerability becomes public knowledge, exploit rates jump by as much as 5 orders of magnitude [2, 3]. Installing security updates closes vulnerabilities preventing attacks from being successful. Systems that are regularly updated have both smaller attack surfaces and less compromise attempts [1, 2].

Prior work has shown that people do not always understand why updates are necessary or what they do [1, 7] which can lead to a decision to avoid updating software when the update is perceived as not needed [1]. This situation results in a dead weight loss where users might have preferred the new version, and developers would prefer to maintain fewer versions, but the user is not updating due to potential risks and unclear benefits.

In this work we are interested in the aspects of the software update process that are the most salient to end users. We want to know what people remember from prior update events. Particularly, aspects that caused them to want to install an update or caused them to avoid installing an update.

We conducted a survey with 307 respondents recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk where we asked them to provide two contrasting free text update event stories. Using con-
tent analysis, we analysed the stories and found that users go through six stages while updating: awareness, deciding to update, preparation, installation, troubleshooting, and post state. We detail the types of issues respondents encountered during each stage that impacted their willingness to update.

**BACKGROUND**

The impact of updating software on security is not obvious to end users. Fagan et al. showed that people have difficulty understanding the relationship between software updates and computer security. People are also hesitant to apply updates because they are annoyed or confused about the update message that they received [2]. Vaniea et al. similarly found that users avoided application updates due to: 1) unanticipated user interface changes, 2) unused and unrecognized software, and 3) liking the current software [2]. Ion et al. compared the security advice of experts and non-experts, they found that 35% of experts mentioned installing updates as one of the top three things they do to stay safe, while just 2% of non-experts made the same recommendation [2]. Tian et al. studied mobile application updates (apps) via a survey, they found that nearly 60% of users had previously decided to not update an app [2]. They also tested a new notification interface that highlighted update-related comments.

Our work is the first to explore the full process of updating from the perspective of an end user. While some earlier work has looked at issues users experience most of the earlier studies are either small [2, 2] or focus on very narrow aspects of the update process [2, 3].

**Automatic updating**

While keeping the user informed is important, it is not always necessary to keep them in the loop for all security decisions. If the correct action is known, then it may be safe to make a decision without user involvement [2]. One obvious approach to improve update compliance is to automate update installation. Microsoft has already shown this approach to work. In Windows XP SP2 they enabled automatic update installation and saw installation rates jump from 5% of SP1 computers to 90% of SP2 computers [2, 2]. Wash et al. found that with the exception of the auto-reboot feature, Microsoft’s automatic updating mechanism was helpful to users and kept their machines safer than they might otherwise have been [3]. Internet Explorer, Chrome, and Firefox all now support silent automatic updating.

Automatically installing updates without user intervention improves installation rates and security [2], but the practice has three major limitations. First, updating software can cause compatibility issues with older or proprietary software [2], so users need the ability to turn off automatic updates. This is a major issue in companies where in-house software depends on specific versions of software such as Java or Adobe Reader. Users with disabilities also need to be able to disable updates until their accessibility programs gain comparability [2]. Second, users have the right to decide what software gets installed on their machines [2]. When an automatic update silently does something unexpected and unwanted it may result in people feeling betrayed, causing them to lose trust in the automatic update process [2, 2]. Vaniea et al. observed 33% (8 out of 24) iTunes users stop updating after an unanticipated user interface change, even though the subsequent updates made no user interface changes [2]. Third, when users are not involved in the update process it becomes harder for them to build good mental models [2, 2]. Without these models users have trouble understanding what is happening as well as how to control it [2].

**Warnings**

Update requests have some similarity to warnings in that they are notifying the user about out-of-date software and asking the user to take action. Unfortunately, users do not always understand or heed the warnings presented to them [2]. SSL warnings in particular have this issue [2, 2, 2, 2] as do Firewall warnings [2]. Users become habituated to ignoring warnings [2, 2]. Work by Bravo-Lillo et al. has looked at ways to counteract habituation through user interface designs that encourage the user to interact with the important information on the warnings [2, 2, 2, 2]. His work shows that interaction with the important information on a warning can improve people’s comprehension of the warning content.

**METHOD**

Data was collected using a survey instrument and then analysed using content coding. The survey design puts emphasis on obtaining both positive and negative update stories to get a balanced understanding of why people do update as well as why they do not update.

**Survey instrument**

Inspiration for the survey design came from Rader et al. where they asked survey respondents for stories about computer security experiences [2]. Some of the questions in this survey are directly drawn from their work.

The survey started with 12 demographics questions including age, nationality, education, technical experience, and type of computer commonly used. We followed that with an open-ended question that asked the respondents to share with us an update-related experience:

> Please share with us an update related experience. This can be any experience you have had while updating software on any device such as a phone, game console, computer, or tablet. Or an experience where you decided not to install an update. This can be any event involving an update such as the last time a piece of software asked you to update it, or when you noticed that your software had changed due to an update.

> Please select an update experience for which you can most easily recall details about where you were and what happened when you installed (or chose not to install) the update. You will be answering further questions about this experience in the next two pages. In couple of sentences please summarize what happened in your own words.

We then asked 17 structured follow-up questions about the details of the story. The questions had a three way branch based on whether they had installed the update, did not update, or could not remember. All branches asked similar questions but with different phrasing and options. The follow-up questions asked respondents to characterize their story as a negative, positive, or neither negative or positive experience.
After the follow-up questions, we asked participants to share a second contrasting story with an opposite characterization. If they characterized their first story as positive, they were asked to provide a negative second story. If the first story was neither positive or negative they were just asked to provide another story. Respondents were informed that no follow-up questions would be asked about the second story.

Finally, we asked seven Likert questions about general update opinions. In this work we focus on the two stories and do not discuss the contents of the last seven questions.

**Respondents**

Respondents were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. The survey was advertised as “15 minutes survey on software update experiences” and pilot tested to ensure that 15 minutes was an accurate upper-limit estimate. We required that MTurk respondents be located in the United States and have a task approval rate of at least 95%. Participants were compensated $1 each for completing the survey.

We had 307 completed responses. Of those, 43.3% were female with ages ranging from 18 to 74, average of 35 years old with a standard deviation of 11.4. Participants had different levels of education with 55.4% (n=170) holding a Bachelor’s degree or higher. We asked respondents what devices frequently use, the majority of respondents 71.7% (n=220) use Windows computers, while 12.4% (n=38) use Mac computers, 9.8% (n=30) use smart phones, 2.9% (n=9) use tablets, 2.6% (n=8) use Linux computers, and 0.7% (n=2) use other devices. While the majority of respondents reported that they have never worked in any “high tech” job as computer programming, IT, or computer networking, 73.3% (n=225), over a quarter had worked in a high tech job. Generally we found that people with more technical experience had similar issues to those with less experience, though the language they used when describing the issues tended to be more detailed.

**Code book design**

Based on the outcomes of prior research [?, ?, ?] we initially assumed that users’ update concerns would center on two issues: temporary loss of state (i.e. reboots, lost work, and setting changes) and post-update changes to the software (i.e. user interface, performance, and features). The initial code book was constructed using a deductive methodology based on the earlier results. Using this initial coding scheme one member of the research team tried to code a random sample of forty story pairs (eighty stories, two per respondent). In their opinion, the conceptual framework of the deductive codebook was missing several of the key concepts respondents were attempting to express.

The deductive code book was therefore abandoned and we instead focused on constructing codes using a more grounded approach that encouraged us to use the language and concepts expressed by respondents. One researcher used the In Vivo coding methodology [?, ?] to code a random sample of forty story pairs. The In Vivo coding methodology was selected because the coder uses the respondent’s words to code elements from each story. For example, P30 said: “I think it’s important to wait a while for Apple and beta testers to find and work out all the bugs often associated with these updates.” [P30S1] which might have the codes “beta testers” and “work out bugs” associated with it. It is important to note that while this coding style can be highly subjective, its strength is that it encourages the coder to phrase concepts in the respondents’ language.

The In Vivo coding identified many issues similar to the expected concerns described in related work such as resource usage and reboots. The key concept missing from the original code book was a way to describe the concepts within the workflow of the installation. When describing an update experience, respondents would focus on different stages of the installation. This observation lead to the construction of four top level codes to describe the stages of an update installation: *Previous* software state, *Initiation* of the update, *Installer*, and *Post* software state. Respondents also described their expectations of the installer and post state leading to two more top level codes of *Expected-Installer* and *Expected-Post*. The impact of the installation on respondents as well as their behavior were also coded. These codes were later refined into conceptual categories which we discuss in findings. The new code book was designed with a hierarchical coding structure. Codes were assigned at the granularity of a single story. That is, if a story described two reboot events during update installation the story would only be coded with one “Installation:Reboot” code.

Two researchers then used the new code book to separately code the same set of ten randomly selected story pairs. Newly identified codes were discussed and the code book was further refined. This step was repeated three times till the coders felt that the code book was comprehensive and the ambiguities between codes were clarified in the code book definitions. The two researchers then selected a random sample of thirty story pairs, coded them and computed a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.90 (Z=67.61, p-value<0.0001) which shows high agreement between coders. The two coders then divided the remaining story pairs and coded them separately. After finishing, a random set of 56 story pairs were selected and coded by a second coder, these were used to compute a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.84 (Z=90.40, p-value<0.0001) which shows a high degree of agreement during coding.

Both coders kept notes during the coding process to record concepts that were not well covered by the code book. One issue that came up involved reasons people decided to not update or delay an update. Many of the stories spanned multiple update events. For example, a respondent might describe how they decided not to update due to concerns, then a new update came out that addressed their concern, so they updated. This mix of update events made it challenging to correlate codes associated with not updating and the reasons for not updating. Using the existing code book and notes taken during coding the two researchers constructed a new set of codes describing reasons respondents avoided or delayed updates. Both researchers then went through and coded all 112 stories focusing only on the part of the story associated with the decision to delay or avoid updating. Inter-rater reliability of this cod-
ing had a Cohen’s Kappa of .80 (Z=45.80, p-value<0.0001) which shows high coding agreement.

Stories
Participants provided 614 stories. Of those, 14 were judged to be about something other than an update event, and 8 contained no story at all, resulting in 592 valid stories. All respondents provided at least one valid story. In the remainder of the paper we will be referring to the first story in the survey as story1 (S1) and the second story as story2 (S2). When quoting stories we indicate the participant number and story number as: “Quote.” [P105S1] For readability, quotes have been minimally edited for capitalization and obvious spelling errors such as “teh.”

For their first story, 147 (49.3%) of respondents related what they characterized as a negative experience, 88 (29.5%) related an experience that was neither positive or negative, and 63 (21.1%) related a positive experience. Respondents were concise when conveying stories. Story1 had an average of 58 words with a standard deviation of 34.7 words. The longest story1 had 301 words and the shortest only 11. Story2 had an average of 38 words with a standard deviation of 22.5 words, a minimum of 5 words and a maximum of 195 words.

The first story had minimal priming before it and a set of follow-up questions after it. The second story followed the story1 questions and asked for a contrasting story. Therefore story2 had more priming and was more constrained than the initial story provided. This ordering was an intentional part of the methodology. We were rightly concerned that respondents were more likely to provide a negative experience and we wanted to know what both good and bad stories contained.

FINDINGS
One key observation from the initial In-Vivo analysis of 80 stories was that the update process involved more stages than the obvious notification, installation, and post state. During post analysis we further subdivided and re-categorized the codes to thematically bring together topics that occurred in groups. We find that when installing an update users go through the stages of: awareness, deciding, preparation, installation, troubleshooting, and post state. The stages and the issues identified in each are summarized in Figure 1.

User concerns were surprisingly consistent across the update stages, though the context and specifics of the concerns changed. We find that respondents were primarily concerned with four issues: reputation, resources, bugs, and disruption. We discuss these issues in terms of the stages of update.

Awareness
We anticipated that notifications and automatic updates would be important aspects of updates, so in the follow-up questions to story1, we asked respondents: “How did you become aware of the update?” The answers are shown in Table 1. The two most common were that the update displayed a notification, and that the update started automatically installing without user interaction. Given the shift towards automatic checking for and installing of updates the prevalence of these answers makes sense. However, an impressive 63 respondents indicated that they became aware through non-automatic means, including manually checking, being told about it by a person, and being told by another piece of software. The story contents mirrored these results.

Notifications
Notification dialogs were commonly mentioned as how the respondent became aware of the update. For example: “My Java notice came up and reminded me to update.” [P207S1] Most stories had a neutral tone towards the notifications but for some respondents the frequency of the notifications were annoying and off-putting.

Adobe is very annoying with their update requests. I get a lot of notifications asking me if I want to update and I don’t think there’s any reason I really need to update the software. It is overbearing and annoying. [P131S2]

Respondents were also concerned with their ability to distinguish between a valid update notifications and a malicious ones. P95 explains how she had difficulty knowing if an request was trustworthy: “I honestly could not tell if it was trustworthy. I did not know if I should accept or not. I chose not and it was a wise choice as a friend told me later it was a virus.” [P98S1]

The most common methods of handling the uncertainty were to not update, or to only download updates from the official website of the company. P37 describes how they only download updates from the official site: “I did it the right way. I downloaded form Mozilla (not a third party site).” [P37S1]

Automatic updates
Automatic updates were also commonly talked about, though opinions were mixed. Some respondents wished that all updates would happen invisibly without their involvement.

I am dissatisfied with any program that does not update itself. Some parts of ASC required me to go to their websites, download new installers, and install the update myself, and that’s just lazy coding. [P196S2]

Others wanted to be in control of their computer and not allow updates to automatically make changes. Stories in this category described situations where an automatic update caused
an unacceptable amount of disruption resulting in the respondent disabling future automatic updates. P241 relates a detailed situation of this type:

*I have flash installed so I could watch videos. One time my flash stopped working. I found out Adobe had disabled flash somehow in my browser and wouldn’t let me use flash again until I installed their new update. I was extremely pissed off that they had disabled something I had installed without my permission so I figured out how to disable Adobe updates in Firefox code and reset so I could run flash again without installing an update. Adobe really makes me mad especially when they try to get you to install spyware with every new update.*

Requirements that devices be rebooted to complete an update caused some respondents to turn off automatic updates.

*I used to have Windows 8 update automatically, which was quite annoying. It kept on putting it off when it asked to restart, then it asked me to restart and update 6 hours later or something. I was in the middle of a good paying MTurk HIT and the computer restarted automatically. The worst thing is it took about an hour to update, since it was a huge Windows 8 update. By the time I got back to the HIT, it had expired. After that day, I looked up how to turn off auto updating on my laptop.*

Respondents felt responsible for managing automatic update settings and some blamed themselves for not changing the setting when an unwanted automatic update occurred.

*[Windows Update] closed my system down and rebooted. I ended up losing some work. Its my fault for not turning off updates. I typically like to just set updates to tell me there is updated and lets me read up on them and then applying them.*

**Deciding**

Once aware of the update, the user had to decide if they were going to install right away, delay, or avoid the update entirely. In the follow-up questions to story1 we asked respondents if they had or had not installed the update in their story and why (Tables 2 and 3). The options were derived from a combination of our own and other’s prior work.

The two most common reasons to install an update were that the respondent always installs updates and they thought the update was important. Only 61 respondents indicated that they had not installed the update. For them the most common reason was that they were satisfied with the current software. Only 25 stories described a situation where the respondent stopped updating all together. More frequent (n=88) was the decision to either delay or to skip a particular update in favour of future updates. P86 describes an update that caused other
people problems, but he wanted to install: “I have stayed away from the update for now. I continue to look at reviews to see if the update has been fixed or not.” Installing an update was viewed as a way to improve the software. Even after a negative update experience respondents were open to installing future updates, though they might be more inclined to research the update first.

The old version had problems
Respondents who updated tended to focus their explanation on the prior state of the software such as it crashing, not working, or negatively impacting other software. P272 describes why he updated: “I was having issues connecting to the internet on my laptop and was disconnecting from the WiFi network every 1-3 minutes.” Most discussions around problems were also associated with positive or neutral stories. Only 3 out of the 31 stories mentioning pre-existing problems were marked as negative stories by users.

The reviews said the update would be bad or good
Respondents valued the opinions of other people who had installed the update before them. They asked their friends, read forum posts, read comments, or generally tried to discover if the update was worth installing. If other people did not recommend it, or if their research suggested a feature they valued would be negatively impacted, they did not install the update.

In the follow-up questions for story1, respondents were asked: “Did you attempt to learn about the update by reading information online before installing it?” 32% of people who installed the update researched the update in advance and 46.6% of people who did not install the update researched it in advance. Respondents who avoided updating due to reviews tended to view the update experience as positive. They were happy that they had avoided a negative experience.

Nearly all the stories that involved researching and not updating had a similar outline, the respondent had learned that the update would have some undesirable behavior and had therefore decided not to install it. P307’s story was typical: “Just this morning my Instagram app offered an update. I had heard bad things about the update and I decided not to install it because of this.”

When discussing the “bad things” that the update was reported to do, respondents tended to focus on four points: features, performance, resources, and bugs.

Features were any capability of the software the respondent particularly cared about. Often respondents simply said that the update had “worse features.” P244 describes not installing due to a potential feature loss: “I had an app that would allow you to stream and record YouTube videos. The last update that was sent out removed this capability. Due to this removal I did not install.”

Performance and “speed” were also serious concerns for users, particularly those using mobile devices. “I decided that I wasn’t going to install the update because I have heard all the reviews online about how it generally makes your phone slower in every aspect.”

Resources concerns were similar to performance, but here respondents tended to focus on disk space and battery usage. “Everyone was saying that the update would drain my battery life quicker. So I avoided doing the update until the next update afterwards.”

Bugs or problems with the software were generally seen as unintentional issues that developers were likely to correct in future update releases. If reviews said that the program had bugs the respondent was likely to skip or delay the update. “I read on [the software’s] support forums that an update was causing certain features of the program to break, and they were waiting to release a patch. I elected not to update the software.”

Wait out the problems
Not all users were willing to spend the time needed to research what an update would do, but at the same time they were reluctant to accept the risk that the update might be bad. To balance the risk and rewards they instead delayed all updates under the theory that by the time they updated other people would have found and fixed all the problems. P30 talked about how he waited for the “beta testers” to find all the problems: “I think it’s important to wait a while for Apple

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I always install updates</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I thought it was important</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I trust this software company</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use the software frequently, so keeping it updated is important</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I didn’t have a choice</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It was a security related update</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I searched for the update and installed it myself</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I wasn’t satisfied with the current version</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The current version was broken</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My family and friends recommended it</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The 242 respondents who in their first story indicated that they did install the update were asked to select one or more of the reasons shown above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied with the current version</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It looked like it would be disruptive</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I didn’t trust the update</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility issues</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had trouble updating</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I didn’t think it was important</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I didn’t want to lose stuff while updating</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too many updates for this software</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t install updates</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t use this software</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My family, friends, or colleagues didn’t recommend it</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I didn’t have time</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The 61 respondents in their first story who indicated that they did not install the update were asked to select one or more of the reasons shown above.
and beta testers to find and work out all the bugs often associated with these updates." [P3052] P94 described using a similar heuristic with Windows: “I got a notice to update Windows, and I delayed it like I always do. I delay them for a few days to make sure no bugs are reported with the updates.” [P9451]

Are the benefits worth the bother?
Disruption was a major point of concern when deciding to install or delay an update. Respondents wondered if benefits of updating were worth the effort required to update and the risk of unwanted changes.

Based on prior update experiences, respondents formed opinions about what the update was likely going to do. These opinions were then used when deciding if they wanted to install the new update. P225 talked about what he expected the update experience to be like: “Every time I update my riot lol, it takes way too long, I feel like my computer gets slower, and there is a new bug in the game.” [P2252] In short, he thought that the update would be disruptive and not improve the software, leading to a disinclination to update.

The benefits of updating were also not clear to respondents, especially if the software was not perceived as important or if it was used rarely. P29 explains: “Today I chose not to accept an update for iTunes. I generally do not update iTunes because I think there are too many of them and I don’t regularly use the software.” [P2981]

The costs of updating, however, were readily apparent, especially if a reboot was likely to be required or respondents were currently busy using the software. P130 describes needing to use the software:

Windows asks to update frequently. Because it is frustrating to be asked to update, or to say my computer must be restarted, when I am in the middle of work, I will put it off as long as possible. [P13051]

Updates could contain viruses
Respondents felt that the update itself could contain a virus and others were concerned about their ability to differentiate between real and fake notifications. Concerns caused some respondents to stop updating completely.

P61 read a news article about how the certificate used for Microsoft Updates was compromised:

Became very hesitant and did not install a Windows update, due to a virus that exploited the Windows update and allowed improper allows code signing to Microsoft certificate. This resulted in multiple “rootkit” virus that compromised the system. [P6151]

Concerns about viruses were only mentioned directly in seven stories but the implications are serious given that the concerns caused people to stop installing all updates.

Bundled software was also occasionally conflated with viruses. Bundled software is any third-party software added to the installation process that is not strictly necessary for the operation of the software being installed. It is sometimes included as sponsored content. A common example is Java which previously bundled the Ask Toolbar with its updates [2]. Some actions taken by the software such as changing the default search engine were seen as virus-type behaviors causing the respondent to determine that the update contained a virus. P141 talks about the viruses in Quicktime.

The update for Quicktime gave me problems because it comes with add on software. Some of the software has viruses and can harm the computer. It also has redirects and takes over the search engines. I decided not to do updates from them unless I really need it. [P14152]

Some respondents also conflated the Ask Toolbar with malicious software, prompting P257 to use an antivirus to “clean” the computer. “I had to uninstall it and run a virus check to make sure her computer was clean.” [P25752] Bundled software is such a problem for consumers that Microsoft’s Anti Virus program automatically uninstalls some versions of it, including the Ask Toolbar [2].

While mentioned in relatively few stories, it is concerning to see that respondents are starting to equate viruses with the updates intended to help protect them against viruses.

Preparation
Updates sometimes required preparation of the software or device before they could be safely installed. Preparation activities ranged from making sure a device had power, to creating a backup in case the update failed to meet expectations. This stage was not commonly mentioned in the data set, with only 29 stories explicitly mentioning a preparation type activity. Given the amount of power and data required by updates, we anticipate that many more people encountered this stage than mentioned it.

P268 sums up the issues around preparation in her story. Note that her goal is to update an app, which required an upgrade of the Operating System (OS), which in turn required other preparation activities.

I had a new app I wanted to install tell me it wasn’t compatible with the version of iOS I had installed so I finally decided update from 8.2 to 8.3. First I’m told I haven’t got enough space to perform the update, so I had to dig around and delete some apps I didn’t want (it needed 1.6 GB on an 8GB phone, so it’s not a small percentage required here!). Now I have to go back and reinstall those apps - annoying. Then it told me I needed more battery life in order to do the update so I had to go downstairs and plug the phone in. [P26851]

Backup first
Back up files before an update was predominately mentioned by people upgrading the OS of their device. The action was typically taken as a safety behavior in case something went wrong. P216 talks about how he backed up in case he did not like the outcome of the update: “While updating a Sony Playstation I noticed the new software update removed some of my abilities I had previously when I purchased the unit. I decided to back-up the current OS, and install the new update. Afterward I reverted because I felt like abilities I paid for were removed.” [P21651]
Downloaded updates need disk space
Downloaded updates can be quite large relative to the amount of free drive space on devices, particularly phones and budget computers. To even download the update, respondents had to delete content such as music, photos, and apps off of their devices. P26 talks about managing limited drive space: "I first had to delete half of the apps on my phone and also upload my pictures to my computer and delete them off of my phone because I didn’t have enough usage to install the update." [P26S1] The amount of drive space available for user content has long been a contentious issue for devices such as the iPhone and Surface [?, ?]

Must be in a certain physical location to update
Physical location constraints also required some respondents to re-locate before they could update. One of the main causes of physical location constraints was data plans and limited network connections. P100 talked about being on a satellite uplink with limited data. P32, also using a satellite, explained how he had to travel to the library to get a free data connection, while P31 favored using the local McDonalds. However, not all devices can be easily physically relocated. P9 describes updating his XBox game platform: "It was very difficult on the account that I didn’t have home internet so I tried to use a friends computer to put the update on a flash drive." [PS1] While possible, updating using flash drives and trips to the library incurs costs for the user. P9’s XBox update attempt failed causing him to abandon updating the device as too much work.

Installation
Once downloaded the update had to be installed. This process might involve some interaction from the user, computational resources, and rebooting. All of which required time during which the user might not be able to use the software.

The installer was the most talked about stage of the update process, with just under half of stories mentioning it. The most common comment about the installer was that it ran smoothly. Unsurprisingly, of the 103 stories which reported no installer issues, 70 were positive stories and 27 were neutral with only 6 negative stories mentioning no installer problems. Positive installation stories tended to be succinct and provide few details. P105 provided a typical story: "[The update] went smoothly and I am happy with the improvements that it brought" [P105S2]. The positive stories tended to use terms like "smoothly," "no problems," "intuitive," and "quick" to describe the experience. For other users, issues could occur at several points in the installation process.

Bundled software
Respondents rarely talked about the user interface of the installer with one notable exception: bundled software. Users can typically opt-out of installation of bundled software, but having to search for and un-check boxes on the interfaces makes the updating process more complex and risky. P207 describes how bundling software seemed sneaky. "Two days ago my Java notice came up and reminded me to update. I decided to install the update. And, it is always tricky because they try to sneak the "Ask Toolbar" into the update. I opted no for the toolbar." [P207S1] If installed, the bundled software was challenging and time consuming to remove. "It was a time consuming hassle to reset my browser to its prior settings and to remove the unnecessary software which I had no use for." [P298S1] The risk of problems motivated respondents to be careful when updating software and delay to when they had dedicated time.

Runtime resources
Resources were another contentious point for people during installation, especially if their device had limited CPU, RAM, or battery power. Budget devices, or devices already heavily laden with running programs, had limited resources to spare for the updating software. Respondents described having to close other programs, or not use the computer at all during update installation. Even supposedly background updates could cause a computer to inexplicably come to a crawl. P186 describes such a situation: "Then [Windows Update] drains my processing resources, preventing back ups and even stopping me from running stats software for my job." [P186S2]

Problems with resource contention sometimes led people to delay installing an update. P73 describes how anticipation of installer resource usage caused them to not update:

I decided not to update my Windows laptop when a bunch of new updates came out at the same time. I knew my laptop couldn’t handle them all. [P73S2]

Disruption
Unsurprisingly, the amount of time required to update was commonly mentioned. Negative and neutral stories were more likely to feature an installer that took what was perceived as a long time and positive stories more likely to discuss one that took a short time. In the follow-up survey for story I respondents who installed the software were asked how much time the installer took, 43% of respondents thought that the installer took “about as much time as I expected” and 45% thought that it took “more time than I expected.”

While some applications can update in the background, many either require that the software be turned off or immediately restarted after the installation. This is done for practical reasons, since software can get into an unstable state if updated while running [?]. However, it also means that a user cannot reliably use software while it is updating, making the length of the installation a serious point of concern. Respondent described expecting a short installation period then being forced to remain in a particular physical location or loosing access to the device for longer than expected. P327 had both problems: “I was sitting in my car ready to go to the golf course. I thought it would only take a few minutes to download the new info. It took over 20 minutes and while it was downloading I missed a call from my friend advising me that he wouldn’t be able to golf that day.” [P327S1]

While some software only needed to restart itself causing minimal interruption to the respondent, other software required a reboot. When asked to relate a negative second story P152 stated that: “The only time I think it’s a negative experience is when I have to reboot my computer. I hate rebooting.” [P152S2] Her dislike of rebooting was common.
Troubleshooting
Respondents mentioned the need to troubleshoot at nearly every stage of the update process, but it was most commonly talked about in reference to handling failures in the installer or resolving issues with the post-state.

Troubleshooting the installer
A common issue with the installer was that it would fail for no visible reason, leaving the respondent with software that no longer functioned. When the installer failed respondents had two possible options: troubleshoot or revert to an earlier version of the software. P191 explained how his game software failed during installation causing him to try troubleshooting then reverting: “The update would proceed for an hour and ultimately fail, preventing me from playing the game... Tried again and it occurred again. Ultimately had to uninstall the software and reinstall it from scratch.” [P191S2]

The most straightforward solution for most respondents was to revert either by reinstalling the software as P191 described above, or by using Windows’ system restore functionality which allows a user to roll back the system to right before the installation of any large piece of software. P291’s story was typical:

My Advast Virus software wanted to update to a new version of the software. I completed this update, however then my computer gave me the Blue Screen of Death. So, I went back to a restore point before the update. My computer has been working fine ever since, but I have still not updated the program. [P261S1]

While Windows provides a mechanism to revert software, not all devices did, forcing users to troubleshoot. P293 describes how an update slowed his iPhone to “a crawl” so he tried to fix it. When his troubleshooting efforts were unsuccessful he tried to get professional help fixing it:

I took it to the Apple store had to wait in line for 45 minutes and then they refused to help me unless I paid a huge fee and even then they couldn’t guarantee my phone would be fixed. They tried to sell me a new phone and I told them I wasn’t interested. ... [P293S1]

What was perhaps the most remarkable was the number of respondents who persisted in getting their software updated despite installer failures. 58 stories described situations where the respondent encountered problems with the installer, yet only 10 describe a situation where the problem was insurmountable and the respondent gave up trying to fix it. This finding is likely caused by our sampling bias. Our sample is more technically skilled than the average internet user which might explain their willingness to troubleshoot installer problems.

Troubleshooting after install
Even after a successful installation, troubleshooting was still required for some respondents who had to put effort into returning elements of the software to their pre-update state. Settings had to be checked and sometimes restored. P77 describes fixing her settings after updating. “I recently updated my computer from OS X Snow Leopard to OS X Yosemite... requiring me to reconfigure a lot of settings to my preferences.” [P77S1] P64 had a similar problem: “Recently I installed an iOS update for “bug fixes” though it got rid of my shortcut key configuration. Pretty bummed about it.” [P64S1]

Initial set-up work sometimes also had to be done again. P268 describes an iOS upgrade: “Once installed, Apple treats it almost like a new phone, you have to relogin, accept decline cloud services and agree to their 800 page (feels like it) terms and conditions which no one in their right mind ever reads.” [P268S1]

Updating the software might also cause data to be lost either due to voluntary deletion during the preparation stage, or due to an error with the update. P231 describes using a backup to restore: “I had to restore my data from my most recent backup and try to install the update again through iTunes. It was a frustrating experience.” [P231S2] This loss was an annoyance for respondents who had remote backup as they had to spend time restoring the data over a network connection. P182 explains: “I updated my steam gaming platform and lost every game I had on it. I was pretty mad because my internet is slow and it took forever to download the games again.” [P182S2] However, not all respondents were lucky enough to have backups. P294 describes learning about backup failure only after an update wiped out his data: “When I finally got it to install the new update wiped out all my data and I found that my phone had not been backing up properly. This was an incredibly frustrating experience because I keep a lot of information for my job on my phone. It took a lot of will power to not throw my phone across the room.” [P294S1]

Post state
When describing the post state of the software, respondents who had a positive experience tended to talk about how there were no problems, more features, and better performance. Respondents who had a negative experiences tended to talk about how they had more problems, worse performance, and how other software was also worse.

Similar to other stages, respondents who had a positive experience tended to be terse when describing them. P27’s story was typical: “Google drive wasn’t working. I updated and that fixed the problem.” [P27S2] Respondents, particularly when asked to describe a positive second story, tended to talk about how an update fixed a problem that they had been having. P252 described how an update fixed problems with her software. “One of my programs would not work properly. I’d been delaying a recommended update so I finally updated and, not surprisingly, the program began to function correctly again.” [P252S2] Respondents talked about how the update improved specific functionality, made the software run “smoother”, solved “problems”, and corrected “bugs”. Functionality improvements were diverse ranging from applications that now allowed photos to be taken to games that added new levels.

Bugs and lack of stability in the new version were a source of annoyance and caused some people to consider reverting the software. P113, who updated right away, best described this reaction to the unanticipated number of problems.
I installed iOS 8.0 the day it came out. I was shocked at the amount of bugs that occurred within the OS and that it had made it to Gold Master in his state. I wanted to revert back until they figured it out it was so bad. Apps froze, landscape mode got stuck and many other annoying this as well.  

Compatiblity was another issue, particularly with automatic updating where one software might update, but another dependent piece of software did not. P117 described how an automatic update caused her to lose important functionality: “The computer automatically updated a version of Flash Player which disabled my access to sites I really needed for work. I had to uninstall it and it took a great deal of time. This was frustrating.”  

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

When interacting with updates, users are balancing the risks and costs of updating against potential benefits. This work details the process users go through when updating software as well as the types of issues respondents encountered during each stage that impacted their willingness to update. Below we discuss some of the implications this work has for designers and software developers.

Make it easy to find information about an update.

Users want to know what installing an update will involve and if they are likely to enjoy the changes it will make. We observe that respondents put effort into researching updates, asking friends and family, as well as reading online comments. The issues they were most concerned about included: time required to install; resource usage during installation as well as after installation; if the update improved the software; and if it impacted features they valued. App stores such as Google Play are making it easier to find this type of information by providing a place where users can read reviews from other users. Google Play also provides a “What’s New” section where developers can communicate what an update contains. However, developers currently have minimal guidance about what to write about the update and users still have to dig through comments for important information.

Be conscious of resources.

Considerable research effort has gone into exploring how to efficiently propagate updates across various types of networks [143, 145], yet very little work has looked at how to install those updates on resource constrained devices. Respondents had issues with resources such as disk, processor, and data throughout the update process. For example, delaying an update due to lack of disk space or a limited data plan was an issue for iOS users on space constrained devices. Update developers should be conscious of the limited availability of these resources on devices and provide options that allow users to update while managing their resource constraints.

Provide a recovery path for users.

Installing an update is risky for users, they may not like the new features, the update may fail, it may introduce new bugs, or make their computer slower. The possibility of failure without the certainty of a recovery strategy makes updating more risky for users. One of the most common approaches our respondents used to handle bad outcomes was to revert their software to an earlier version. This was well supported on Windows 7 and 8 for full applications where the Operating System automatically makes a restore point before large changes. Respondents described using this feature to revert back to a restore point if they disliked an update. Similarly, Apple provides automatic backup functionality on some of its devices which enables a user to recover their files in the case where an update damages them. However, this functionality is not provided on all devices and focuses on supporting file recovery over applications making it harder to revert to an earlier version of an application without reverting the whole computer. Reverting apps on mobile devices is also poorly supported.

Willingness to use backup recovery and reverting Windows may also be a side effect of our overly technical population. We anticipate that using Windows’ restore point is challenging for an average user and a survey of the general population would find that the feature is not a practical choice for most people. We therefore recommend that designers and software developers create a clear path for people who want to revert their software to an earlier version.

LIMITATIONS

When designing the survey we were primarily interested in what aspects of updates were most salient and memorable to users. This goal caused us to ask respondents to tell us about a memorable update experience rather than the most recent or most frequent one. Therefore, this work does not represent the frequency of the different update events discussed, merely that they do happen to respondents. Due to this limitation we only provide count information when the number of stories mentioning the topic is particularly high or low to highlight update aspects which many people recalled, or were rare.

We used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [2] to recruit respondents. The demographics of Mechanical Turk differ from the general United States population in that they typically have more technical experience and are more privacy conscious [114]. In our demographics questions we asked participants if they ask others for help, and if others ask them for help [113] to gage their computer experience self efficacy. We found that indeed our population is more confident in their technical ability, rarely asking others for help and often receiving requests for assistance.

The oversampling of technically literate respondents is an important limitation of this work. This demographic is potentially more likely to install a broader range of applications, they may also spend more time troubleshooting problems when updates do not work as expected, and they may be more willing research updates. However, we argue that this demographic is still a very important one to study. As Poole et al. observe in their work on informal technical support, these local experts often provide technical assistance to the people around them [117]. Their experiences and opinions are likely to be shared with others impacting a much larger set of users through advice and stories [113].
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